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ABSTRACT
The use of Plastic Gearing is increasing steadily in. new products.

This is due in part to the availability of recent design data. Fatigue
stress of plastic gears as a function of diametra! pitch. pressure angle,
pitch line velocity, lubrication and life cycles are described based
ot! test information. Design procedures for plastic gears are
presented.

Introduction
The use of machined plastic gears is increasing in industrial

power transmission applications, Cast or extruded gear
materials of 50 mm to over 2 meter (2"-84") in diameter
are machined to desired dimensions and gear tooth forms.
Nylons and acetals are the most widely used thermoplastic
gear materials. They offer resiliency, resistance to wear and
corrosion, noise reduction, vibration suppression. lightweight
and minimum maintenance. This increased use is due in part
to the availability of new data in design parameters, manufac-
turing and installation techniques to optimize utilization of
the materials and to prevent premature failures.

Some 'test data on plastic gears are the results of earlier
publications}H) Plastic gears are sensitive to frictional heat
and hysteresis loss, which causes softening, expansion and
deflection of the gear teeth. Tooth interference. caused by
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deflection and creep, can lead to different types of damage
due to the viscoelastic nature of plastic gears.(S) For better
heat dispersion and to reduce contact stress. plastic gears 31'e

usually mated with metal gears. To measure plastic gear
temperature in operation. a techmque utilizing an infrared
radiometer was developed(6l and friction heat and hysteresis
loss were inv,estigatedY" 7) Al!though plastic/steel contacts
show rather low friction(8)a~d some plastic gears can be
operated Without lubrication, the lubrication also has a con-
siderableeffect on the performance .of the plastic gears.(9)
The ,tooth deflection of p.1'asticgears and low Hertizan stress
of plastic/steel contacts results in generally higher gear con-
tact ratio and smooth rotation of plastic and steel gear mates.
A model to assess gear contact ratios of plastic / steel gear
mates was proposed PO) A larger backlash allowance re-
quired for plastic/steel gear mates was suggested,(S) Factors
which influence performance of plastic gears are, Ito an 'ex-
tent, clarified by the works mentioned above and others.
However. design data. available to meet power transmission
of plastic gears is still. insufficient for most applications. The
purpose of this paper is to fill part of this gap by presenting
some pertinent design parameters based on experiments,
which were conducted at conditions dose to typical field ap-
plications. Design parameters as functions of diametrical
pitch, tooth form, lubrication, pitch line velocity, stress levels
and life cycles using cast type 6 nylon and other plastic gears
are presented.

Experiments
Test Gears

Industrial experience indicates that anionically polymerized
cast type 6 nylon is one of the highest strength unreinforced
thermoplastic gear materials available. The typical. test
material contains molybdenum disulphide for improved
lubricity and wear resistance. Impact modified Nylon 6/6 and
ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHrvlWPE) are
known to be very t.oughand resistant to fatigue and notch
sensitivity. The letter starting resin has a molecular weight
·o.f 2-5 million by solution viscosity test. Polyacetal (melt
viscosity 3360 poise). which features strength and low
moisture absorption was also selected for this test, Physica~
properties of these four thermoplastic test gear materials are
summarized in Table 1.



TABLE 1. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TEST GEAR. MATERIALS

Deflection Temperature
1.8 MPa (264 psi)

Melting Point

Tensile Impact

,I Test
! Method

Property ASTM

Nylon 6/63

Cast Nylon. 6 Impact
Unit With MOS2 Modified UHMWPE

Mpa 84 52 33
(psi) (12,000) (7,500) (4,800)

% 15 40 320

Mpa 2,800 1,760 630
(psi) (400,000) (255,000) (90,000)

R 116 112 64

% .75 6·8 (6 hrs.)

Tensile Stf'eltgth D638

Elongation D638

Tensile Modulus D638

Hardness, Rockwell D785

Deformation Under load
14MPa (2000 psi), 50°C D621

I .

'I Specific Gravi.l.y D792 1.16

I Water Absorption
I 24 Hours 05702 % 0.9
I Saturation 0570 % 6.0

D648

D789

01822 kJ/m2
(tt. Ibs./in.2) I

156

215-227

221
(105)

71

250-260 130
588 2,100

(280) (1,000)

1.09 0.94

1.2 .01
6.7

Note: (1) All values shown are based on as molded dry specimens
(2) Specimens 118" Thick, 2" Diameter (3) Published data of supplier

Test gears of 5, 8,. 10, and 16 DP (5.1, 3.2, 2.5 and 1.6
modules) involute spur gears with 12.7 mm (liz") face width
were used. Tooth proportion was made according to AGMA
standard 201.02 appl.ying coarse-pitch, 200 fuJ1-depth involute
form, except one series of gears with 14Vz 0 pressure angle,
An test gears were cut with class A ground thread hobs. The
test gears were "driven" gears. The "driver" steel pinion was
hardened to Rockwell C44 and ground AGMA 390.03
Quality Number 13..

Test: Equipment and Procedure
A four-square gear bench was utilized for fatigue testing
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Polyacetal

73
(10,400)

12-75

3,290
(470,000)

120

of spur gears, The equipment consists of a variable speed elec-
tric motor, four-square mechanism, a torque-meter, a forced
lubricating system with oil. temperature control. a revolution
counter, an electronic gear failure detection system and a
digital panel instrument indicating torque or rotational speed,
An overview of the test equipment is shown in Fig. 1.

Extreme pressure (EP) grade gear oil was heated to 120°
±2°P (490 ±1 DC), while it circulated in a closed loop. After
it reached this temperature-the oil was injected under pressure
onto the departing side of the two meshing gears. The
machine was started without load to run at the lowest speed
for 10 minutes. Torque was then applied on the nylon gear,
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0.7

117

165·170

74
(35)

1.42

0.25
0.9



F,ig. ]- 'Overview of ge r lest equipment,

in the direction that it acts as a. driven gear, before the
machine speed was increased to test conditions. During the
run, especially in the beginning, the torque had to be adiusted
due to' the creep .of the plastic gear material, The adjustments
were made, so that ,the torque was, maintained within ±2%
of its normal value thIoughout the rest. The machine stopped
automarlcally when rhe gear failed or when the load exceeded
preset limits of high or lew torque, The life ofthe gear could
then be read from the revoluhon counter ..

Test variables used are gear materials, dia.metraJ pitch,
pressure angle, pitch line velocity and Itype of luhrication,
Test parameters are listed in Table 2. At least four stress levels
for each test parameter were applied.

The Iuhricatlon systems evaluated were continuous oil jet
Wub:r:ication, initial greasing and unlubricated (dry), for the
:initial greasing test, a. Ithinlayer of calcium complex type
petroleum base grease was brushed on the flanks of test ther-

moplastic gear and mating steel pinion before Installation.
For the unlubricatedgear test, the f1ankwfaces, were care-
fully wiped dean with acetone and 'then assembled on 'the
test machine.

Test Results and D.iscu ion
Root bending stress 0/3 vs. life cycles of the ~ested gears

wascalculated from the Lewis equ.alion:

f· P6{3 - ~f-.-"";y:"'"

TheIorrn factor for thermoplastic gears, Table J, was
determined on the basis that the worst load ,conditions oe-
CUI near the pitch point (1), due to mul.tiple pairs of teeth.
sharing the load. The high ,c~ntact ratic of thermoplastic gears
can be observed by high speed photographic eechnique. The
Lewis equation assumes Ithat the gear ,contact ration is 1.This
assumption presents, a very practical way eo assess fa.tigu
strength of thermoplatic gears andserves design purposes,
although it contains the factor of undetennined gear contact
ratio.

Earlierl.est results indicate that thermoplastic gears, when
properly designed and installed, fail ,eventually by root bend-
ing fatigue fracture. (5) Evaluation of fatigue life of ther-
moplastic gears for this paper was done by root stress using
Equation (1).
Gear Fatigue Strength

SoN curves of 4 different diametral pitches of cast nylon
6 (filled with MoS2) gears at pitch line velocity of 10..2.m/s
(2000 fpm) are illustrated in Fig. 2. Test points of these oiW
jet Wubrica'le,dgears, for each of the four dlametral pitches.
can. be connected approximately as a straight line ona senll-
logarithmic scale. The finest gears 'tested (16 P) could with-

TABLE 2. TEST PARAMETERS

Eq. (1)

Pitch Lin-
Diametral P.reS5ure Gear Ge.ar Velocity

'Gear Mal.eri .•als PU.ch P .Mgl-, Oegr-ee' Op -r:~th Op Teeth Ifit/mln l.lIbrication

5 20 3,6n 18 3,6" 18 2000 oj]

8 20 4S 36 2.5" 2-0 2000 oil
14Vl

Cas! Nylon
I with MoSz 10 20 4S 45 2.5" 25, 2000 oil Ii: dry

1.6 20 4.5" 72 2.5" 40 2000 011

10 20 4.5" 45 2.5" 25 680'
12·001 grease

, 2000'

I 4.000

INylon 6/6,
I Impact Modified 10 20 4.5" 45 2.5" .25 2000 oil

UHMWPE 10 20 4.5" 45 2;.5~ 2S 2000 aU
Pelyacetal 10 20 4.5" 4S 2.5" 25 2000 ell

Note: r ... 25.4 mm 1000 fl./min. -, 5.0B, m/s

May/JUne 19,85, 21



TABLE .3
TOOTH FORM FACTOR v

I'
No ...,of Pressure Angle 20,·
Teetih ~4V~' DeP~h

:1 18 ..521
1

24 .509 .572

28 .535 .597

36 .559 .640

45 .579 ..681
72 .611 .731

150 .625 .779
300 ,650 .SOl

Rack .660 .823

2eo
Sl'Ub

.603

.664

.688

.721

..744

.788
,830

,855

.881

stand the highest root bending strength and vice versa. This
can be explained by a higher contact ratio, i.e. more teeth
to share the load, on fine pitch nylon gears.

For comparison, the endurance strength of 8 P, 14%"
pressure angle gears were tested and the results charted with
those of 8, P, 20" pressure angle gears (fig. 3). The relation-
ship, between torque (loadland lue cycle is linear and the two
lines are approximately parallel, Gears with 20" PA are ca.
15 % higher in load carrying: capacity, fatigue tangential force
F ata life cycle is proportional to tooth form factor y as can
be seen. from Equation (1),

Root stresses of MoS2 filled cast ny[on 6 gears at 10
miUionc:ydes, from Fig, 2, are 6170, 4650, 3830 and 3180
psi for 16, 101,Sand 5 pitches respectively ..The root stress
of other diametrel pitches within the range tested can be il-
lustrated asa curve (Fig. 4). Utilizing this curve, the fatigue
life bending stress at 10 million cycles of other pitches can
be obtained by int'erpoiating the 'test points, Computer aided
lIegllession ana$ysis show the root stress of other pitches can
be ,expressed approximatelyas follows:

·"000 40

•

fig:. 2- ~/Uiing fO!tigue stress of moly~um disulphide RUed cast nylon
6 gears at 2000 fpm '110.2 m/s). Standard 20° full-depth involut gears of
diff~rtnl mammal pitches r oil jet lubncated (5). .

COIII¥II!!ONOI' !!tilES!. ilN&ES
• DPIU., HAg ·M1,.000''1./_

"Uo.2"""1
.It. 14'" I~" .
e 10.°' 'A

100
'20

10'· 10·

Fig. 3 - Torque vs. Hfe cycle curves of gears with 14-112' and 20.° pressuf'e
angles. oil jet lubricated (5).

ofj = 28,.992 -25,637 (In P)
+ 9,578.47 (In P)2 -1,228.29 (In rpEq. (2)
where In P' =, naturallogarithm af diametral pitch

Gears of 10 P, 45 teeth and 1/2• face width machined from
Nylon 6/6 (impact modified), UHMWPE and polyacetal were

(continued 01'1 page 26)
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Fig. 4-Bending fatigue stress of molybdenum disulphide filled cast nylon
6 gears vs. diametral pitch and module, oil jet lubricated.

run at 2000 ft.-Imin. for the endurance test and the results
including those of cast Nylon 6 are illustrated in Fig. S. The
results of regression analysis of S-N curves are shown in Table
4. Root stresses at life cycles of 10 x 106 are 4650, 4084, 3856
and 2730 psi for cast Nylon 6, impact modified Nylon 6/6,
polyacetal, and UHMWPE, respectively" A very moderate
decline in the slope of S-N curve of UHMWPE indicates the
material is extremely fatigue resistant, while the steep decline
of the polyacetal curve indicates sensitivity of the material
to fatigue, All coefficients of correlation for different ther-
moplastic gear materials are dose to ±LO" which illustrates
good approximadon of S-N curves to straight lines. The small
deviations are partially due to the high contact ratios of the
gears. The slope of the S-N lines varies considerably with
material,

P."-'
:~~:~:~~:~I:~"~::.,.'n.LID
• 'OL'I'ACI:T,A"
1;1 'UNII.PI

'.

---~-···-o-

un e.eul

Fig. 5-S-N curves of some thermoplastic gear materials, oil jet lubricated.

Effects of Lubrication and Life Cycles

Fatigue root bending stress and life cycles of oil jet
lubricated, initial greasing only and unlubricated (dry) cast
nylon 6 gears are depicted in Fig. 6. The S~N curves form
straight lines in the range of long cycle fatigue failurespn
The results of regression analysis are given in Table 4. Test
points of oil. lubricated and initially greased gears form ap-
proximate parallel. lines and they show small deviations from
each of the straight lines, while a much larger scattering of
the points resulted with dry gears. Under dry conditions, the
slope of the S-N line toward longer Bfe cycles is steeper than
those of two other lubricated types.

As indicated in Table 4,. the root stresses of initially greased
and unlubricated cast nylon 6 at lire cycles of 10 million are

TABLE 4.
S8N CURVE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF

SOME THERMOPLASTIC GEARS

Gear
Materials Lubrication

Root Stress,psi
at Life Cycles

of 10 x 106

Slope
S-N Line

psi

Coefficient
of

Correlation

Cast Nylon 6 Oil jet -.9723

Nylon 6/6,. Oil jet

Polyacetal Oil jet

UHMWPE Oil jet

-.9929Cast Nylon 6 Initial greasing

4650
(100%)

4084
(87,8%)

3856
(82.9%)

2730
(58.7%)

3380
(72.7%)

-1240

-1490 -,9973

-2324 - .9949

-80 -.9978

-1063

UnlubricatedCast Nylon 6

26 Gear Technology

1810
(38.9%)

-1659 -.9334



TABLE 5.
UFE FACTOR Kl OF MOS2 FILLED CAST

NYLON 6 SPUR GEARS
EXTERNALLY LUBR1CATED

Diarnetral pitch or module
I 16 P 10 P 8P 5 P
No. of Cycles 1.6 m 2.5 m 3.2 m 5.1 m

1 million 1.26 1.24 1.30 1.22

10 million 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

30 million 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.89

7.2..7% and 38.9% of that of oil jet lubricated gears. These
values can be used as lubrication factors.

tifefactor Kl of greased and oil lubricated cast nylon 6
spur gears at 1, 10 and 30 minion cycles are shown in Table 5.

Effects of Pitch Line Velodty
lOP cast. nylon gears were examined for fatigue strength

at pitch line velocities of 680, 1200, 2000 and 4000 fpm (3.5,
6.1, 10.2 and 20.3 m/s) under initially greased conditions.
Test points of each velocity can be connected as straight lines
(Fig. 7). S~N lines of 680, 2000 and 4000 fpm are dose to
parallel. Root fatigue stress of 1200 (pm at 2to 4 million cycles
are higher than those run at 680 fpm. This may be related
to properties peculiar to the test machine, such as natural
resonance. At 10 million life cycles and over, where the gears
are rated,. the root stress appears to correlate with other tested
pitch line velocity.

Relative root stress at 20 minion cycles compare gear
strength run at different pitch line velocities. Root stresses
illustrated in Figs. 2 (except as noted), 4 and 5 are obtained
at pitch line velocity of 2000 £pm. Correction factors for pitch
line velocities are listed below:

Pitch Line V,elocity, £pm 680. 1200 2000 4000
Root Bending Stress, psi 3856 3442 3030 2851
Velocity Correction Factor 1.27 1.14 1.00 0.94
Calculated Factor 1.27 1.11 1.00 0.92

The velocity correction factors can be calculated approxim-
ately by

K, = 394/(200 + v) + 0.825
where v = Pitch line velocity, fpm

= .262 x Dp n

Eq. (3)

Thermoplastics Gear Design - A Summary
The test results of fatigue bending stress described are used

to obtain safe tangential force, safe torque and horsepower
capacity of thermoplastic gears under various operational
conditions. Conversely, knowing the required torque or
horsepower to be transmitted, a gear design under specified
conditions can be made.

10 OP. ~5T
1/2' F.GEWIDTH
;20 PA, '2000 ·rp",

40 ~D!Oo

~.~

2,000

LIFE GYCL.ES
10.1---- 10'-' ------ 10"

Fig. 6 - S-N curves of filled cast nylon 6 gears effected by types of lubrica-
tion (9).
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Fig. 7 - S-N curves of filled.cast nylon 6 gears using different pitch line velocity
as parameter,

Fatigue bending stresses under diff,er1!nttest parameters are
illustrated in Figs. 2, 4, S, 6 and 7 and Table 4 using Eq, (1).

1. oS - Fatigue Bending Stress
_FP

o{3 -Ty-

2. Ft Safe Tangential Force

Ft
Sat f y Lu Kv K1P

3. T Safe Torque

T ~ Ft
2

4. HP Horsepower Capacity

HP ~ or ~
33,000 63,000

Eq, (4)

Eq. (5)

Eq. (6)

In obtaining the fatigue bending stress and. veloOcityfactor
of gears, interpolation of the results using Fig. Sand Eq. (3)
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respectively, are to be applied. Life fac-
tors in Table 5 apply to grease and oil
jet lubricated cast nylon 6 spur gears.

are permissible. However, extrapolation
of the results to untested pitch as well as
velocity ranges can be very misleading.

To determine the allowable bending
stress Sat in Eq, (4), 75% of fatigue root
bending stress is used for externally
lubricated cast nylon 6 and impact modi-
fied Nylon 6/6. Tooth form factor y, in
Table 3, is used for pressure angle or
tooth form variables. For initial greased
unlubricated cast nylon 6 (filled with
molybdenum dfsulphide) gears lubrica-
tion factors L, of 72.7 % and 28.9 % ,

NOMENCLATURE
Dp = pitch diameter

F = tangential force at pitch circle
f = gear face width

FI = safe tangential force
HP = horsepower cavity
Kj = life factor
K, = velocity factor
L; = lubrication factor
m = module

NAME
YOUR'CUTI

~~o matter h~w you cut it; keyway, slot, serration, special form ...any
Internal! conflguration ....no one has a Keyseater like Mitts &. Merrill.. With
90 ~ears of experience behind every piece of precision machinery, our
engineers can recommend the right Keyseatef that will give you both
economy,and liang service-life..Cut it with the best.

MANUFACTURED BY CARTHAG.E MACHINE COMPANY, INC.

Mitts&MerrIll Keyseaters
Dept. Gr-9, P.O. Box 151, Carthage, NY 13619 (31S) 493-2380 Telex 937-378
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n ~ gear rotational speed, rpm
P = diametral pitch

5-N = root stress vs. life cycle
5'1 = allowable root bending stress
T = safe torq ue
v ~ pitch line velocity
y = tooth form ~actor for load applied

near pitch CIrcle

58 = root fatigue bending stress
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